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Our mission and goals are aligned with each other. We
seek to maintain a profit but provide ethical and superior
standards to our tenants in which they do business. We

also seek to partner with them in assisting their growth
and profitability.
We believe this symbiotic approach to the business is

healthy for both parties as we develop the trust and the
relationship. Their growth will continue to drive our
organic growth, in addition to our acquisitions.

Our Tenant line up has International/National/Regional presence.

Tenant Line Up
As we look at our next acquisitions, we are seeking to target tenants that are more resistant to the Internet and have demonstrated positive
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industry growth. For years (2017 -2018) we have targeted medical industry, Discount retailers, and financial services. These industries have
positive trends in the US market due to changes in laws and increased US economic climate. We have been strategic for the office
acquisitions. We have targeted the niche of the office industry call centers in prime locations and submarkets. This strategy will allow flexibility
in the event changes occur with tenants, market, and office demand. For the up coming 2018 – 2019 acquisition we are seeking to add more

retail to our portfolio. Our end goal would be to have the portfolio relate a 60/40 retail to office ratio. This mix will allow us to optimizes the
scale of economies for property management and lease synergies and diversity of property assets.

Tenant Line up

SF

%

Largest Tenants

Industry

HPS

186,309

22.28%

Health care IT

Big Lots

31,920

3.82%

Discount Retailer

Staples

24,000

2.87%

Retail Office Supply

Office Max

21,840

2.61%

Retail Office Supply

Merrill Lynch

18,747

2.24%

Financial Services

Lincoln Investments

13,420

1.60%

Financial Services

Dollar Tree

10,500

1.26%

Discount Retailer

306,736

Office
Retail

SF
303,775
228,886
532,661

NOI
57.03% $ 3,558,022.53
42.97% $ 2,085,480.88
$ 5,643,503.41

63.05%
36.95%

HPS

Big Lots

Staples

Office Max

Merrill Lynch

Lincoln Investments

Dollar Tree
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Property Updates
Our current portfolio consist of 532,661 SF. Our
pipeline currently has 303,688 SF of call center office in
place at a blended rate of 11.3% CAP.
The Properties we have in place generate a total

Revenue of $9,013,335 and NOI of $5,643,503. We
expect to add $5.5m to top line revenue and $3.4m
additional to NOI. The portfolio growth from is
expected in 2019 at 65% NOI and 60% to top line

revenue. Our portfolio valuation is currently estimated
at $71.9m. This represents an increase of 18% over
purchase price.

Property Highlights
➢ Property location in the highest income demographics in

Acquisition date: 5/11/2018
SF: 34,510
NOI: $721,926
Year 1 return: 14.81%

Nashville
➢ Anchor tenants are Vanderbilt and Marquee Dental. Strong
Medical office market
➢ Has consistently been fully occupied

WestHaven Town Center

Purchase: $9.1m
Appraisal: 1/2018- $10.1m

Franklin, TN (Nashville)

Updates
➢ We are making some cosmetic upgrades to the lobby and
the common area spaces. E are seeking to push rental rates
to the low 30’s and making capital improvements will assist
in objectives.
➢ Current occupancy is 98.4%
➢ We are seeking to purchase the remaining center. Our
relationship with the seller is good and we anticipate this to
happen within the next 6-12 months.

Property Highlights
➢ Lakeview property sits in a strong business corridor.
➢ Its foot print is a large floor plate(60k sf). This is particularly
attractive to call centers as it creates efficiencies.
➢ 8/1 Parking rations. The high intensity parking required by call
centers make it difficult to find a appropriate location.
➢ Additional 150k buildable entitlements

LakeView Business
Acquisition
date: 5/11/2018
NOI: $2,025,926
Center
SF: 186,304

Purchase: $21.35m
Appraisal: 5/2018 - $25.2m

Year 1 return: 10.27%
Updates
Have had preliminary discussion with HPS on extension. It was
determined they would like additional time to evaluate the
landscape of the healthcare market. They have diversified their
business lines and we expect to have the conversation at the end of
the year. HPS currently has 1 option at FMV. This will result in an
increase of 27%. We feel we can get a blend and extend from them
within the next 12 months.

Property Highlights
➢ Property sits on 2nd highest traffic count in Nashville
➢ Property currently has 44k sf of vacancy we repositioning for medical office use. Office
Max has restriction we are close to removing.
➢ South Plaza has built in rent increases (12.5% Big Lot)(24% Office Max) in the next 12-18
months.
➢ Development opportunity on detention pond area

South Plaza Shoppes
Nashville, TN

Acquisition date: 9/29/2017

NOI: $1,225,926

SF: 167,121

Year 1 return: 14.27%

Purchase: $10.5m
Appraisal: 9/2017 - $14.6m

Updates
➢ We are in contract to sell McDonalds @ 4.25% Cap rate ($2.4m) Proceeds will go to

reduction of short term and long term debt. Once paid out the remain funds will be
distributed Prorata.
➢ We have Identified an alternative to relocating the detention pond, This will be done at a
fraction of the cost initially thought.
➢ Close to determination on Office Max (within 60 days).
➢ Refi coming in March 2019. Increased valuation will all return of investment capital

Property Highlights
➢ Property is located within 1 block of SEPTA train station
➢ Building is 1 of 2 buildings in the area at this caliber of amenities
➢ Long stable Financial Institutional tenancy
➢ Purchased below Market (appraisal $11m)(Acquisition $6.8m)
➢ Additional upside building has another (22k sf to lease)
➢ New warrantee for roof and Boiler (2016)
➢ HI barrier to entry and strong demographics. (Pop: 110k 3mi) (HHinc: $108k)

101 West Ave
Philadelphia, PA

Acquisition date: 5/11/2018
SF: 86,798

NOI: $725,926
Year 1 return: 12.32%

Purchase: $6.85m
Appraisal: 5/2018 - $12.2m

Updates
We acquired the property at the end of may, we have put together a strong capital
improvement plan that will be accomplished in phases. The ability to lease up before the 3rd
phase will determine if that is implemented. The leasing activity has been strong:
- Serge to increase 2800 sf and add 5 years of term.
- Swett & Crawford extending another 5 years
- Capstan Renewing for additional 5 years
- Lincoln Financial renewing additional 10 years
- **New tenant** E&A Therapy 5k sf
- **New Tenant** GRA Accounting 2k sf

Property Highlights
➢ Property location is at entrance of I-95 major interstate for the

entrance for the city.
➢ 10 year term from IBM credit Union
➢ Strong Growth into market (8.7% 2017)
➢ Has consistently been fully occupied

CourtYard Commons
Port St. Lucie, FL

Acquisition date: 5/11/2018

Purchase: $5.6m
Appraisal: 10/2014 - $6.2m
IRR: 18%

SF: 18,772
NOI: $421,926
Year 4 return: 7.27%
Updates

➢ Property is currently being bided for new paint
➢ Finalized lease with GTB and FAT Pizza both with 5 year
extensinos

Property Highlights
➢ Property located in hi density business park (North Atlanta)
➢ Traffic count in front of building (65,000 - VPD).

Acquisition date: 10/25/2015

➢ 40% national tenants

SF: 18,584

➢ Completed stabilized of property

NOI: $243,620
Year 1 return: 17.59%

Peachtree Pavilion

Purchase: $2.25m
Appraisal: 10/2015 - $2.4m
IRR: 72%

Peachtree Corners, GA (Atlanta)

Updates
➢ Currently negotiating with TapOut fitness for 10 year extension
➢ Currently negotiating with Avis for 5 year extension
➢ We have begun negotiating with a bakery tenant. They are
seeking 5 year lease at $15 psf.. This will complete the leasing
with Peachtree pavilion.

Acquisition date:
12/29/2017

SF: 24,000

Staples

Old Saybrook, CT

Property Highlights
➢ 24,000 Sf property sits on 9 AC

➢ Highest revenue Staples in CT
➢ 24% increase in 2023

NOI: $372,000

➢ 10 Year term through 2028

Year 1 return: 10.27%

➢ Hi Income Demographics ($108k HHinc)
➢ Within 50mi of NYC

Purchase: $3.6m
Appraisal: 12/2017 - $3.6m
9/2018 - $5.3m

Updates
➢ We have completed the extension from Staples for and
additional 5 years. ( 10 years total)

➢ We are currently working with lender for refinance.
➢ The majority of the capital stack should be returned to investors
in September.
➢ We are anticipated to have a remain 20% equity in the property.
With an expected return of 14% CoC.

Property Highlights
➢ Tenant is InTouch 24/7 2017 revenue - $240mm

➢ Both properties are in very strong business corridors.
➢ Both properties are over 7/1 parking thresholds.
➢ Property with 7 years being purchased slightly below 10% cap
➢ Property with 5 years term being purchased at 11.5 cap
➢ Both properties are inline with market rent rates.
➢ Both properties would take less than 6 months to back fill if

Acquisition date: 10/1/2018

Galloway/Centerpointe SF: 98,650/205,000
Orlando/Clearwater, FL

necessary.

NOI: $3,765,450
Year 1 return: 15.72%
Updates
Have had preliminary discussion with HPS on extension. It was
determined they would like additional time to evaluate the
landscape of the healthcare market. They have diversified their
business lines and we expect to have the conversation at the end of
the year. HPS currently has 1 option at FMV. This will result in an
increase of 27%. We feel we can get a blend and extend from them
within the next 12 months.
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US Real Estate
Market

Samples text
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Capital Markets

LIBOR

Headwinds & Tailwinds
As Capital Market lending facilities tighten on spreads, the interest rate is expected to
continue to climb. We are also looking at geopolitical factors that may also influence
the capital markets, such as China dumping debt onto US markets causing a fall in the
bond markets. We have little influence to change these factors but we are adjusting
leverage and other lending methods to hedge this trend. The lending facilities
continual adjust with the market.
Currently Office assets are in favor, along with Industrial. The weaker segments of the
lending spectrum is retail. Grocery store anchor has taken the least collateral damage
losing between 75bps to 100bps. The other factor affecting Capital Markets are the US
Retail REITS. This stock segment has taken a wide loss in the pass 18 months. This is
due to the stock market not wanting to buy stocks in company's that are overweighed
in big box retail. We believe this is unwarranted (as the REIT’s – which is why they are
doing record stock buy backs). This void of capital in the real estate markets have
depressed retail dispositions between 150bps - 200bps

Treasury
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Using technology to
enhance our mission
of transparency
Investors will be able to toggle through all properties, identify quarterly
return, yearly return, and overall investment return. This level of granular
insight with monthly report visibility, monthly asset manager updates, and
financial visibility sets us apart from all others in your ability to “SEE” your
investment .
Additional versions will soon be available such as video of a development
projects, Interactive investment platform, and Mobile accessibility

Website / Investor Portal

01.
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Our newly created website will allow additional
transparency through investor portal, property
by property updates, Investor and an investor
dashboard.

02.
Investor Portal:
Here every investor can access and track their
investments, identify new properties and
offerings we are presenting, and access real
estate and financial capital market information

Dashboards
Investors will now have the ability to log into a portal and view all
investment properties. These views will display individual
investments that can be categorized based on return per quarter,
per year, and total project.
In addition, we are placing all explanations regarding the previous
distribution. This transparency will provide higher level of

accountability for performance.

Property Details
Investors can view all property details of their investments and
potential property targets. This detailed view includes property
overview, market research, marketing documents, demographics
and related properties.

Positions Overview
See a high-level view of all your
investments and distributions.

Market Research
Stay current on all your investments
through our aggregation on market
and research data on every property.
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Potatoes pie

Methodology

Underwriting

Relationships

What Creates our
Difference
Diversification: Our approach to the business is an approach
of finding value where others have not. We target a blended
portfolio of office and retail which allows a strong revenue mix
while blending synergies
Relationships: We have been able to establish a long line of
strong relationships that has been able to take advantage
whether through (leasing, “off market”, tenant in-tow, or having
inside track with municipality.
Our own money in the deals: OFEK and TriOut has over 20%
aggerate invested, even though our requirement is 5%. We do
this as we believe in each asset. We are hands on with each
asset and we personally sign as guarantors with the lenders.
Transparency: We have established a strong reputation in both
US markets and Israeli markets through a history of providing
results. We do this through our partnerships on the Real Estate
side and the Investor side. We create tools (website, reporting,
subscription documents, and Trustee advocate to ensure
investor and GP protections. Checks and balances are the
backbone of our company.

Construction/Design

The largest part of our company that makes us successful is
our team. We have professional that are engaged in our
business as owners. Most of our team is investors along
with us so it gives them a level of ownership that is

$
Accounting Financing

reflective in their work..

Property Management
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Marketing/Leasing

Experienced staff
working effectively
We have assembled a team
of professionals that can attend to all parts
together
of the business. Our assets spanning 7 states requires strong
communication, effective planning, and collaborative efforts.

Danell D’Alfonso

Human Resource and Marketing

Ed Bordelon

Construction and Design
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Piper Swett

Property Manager

Experienced staff
working effectively
together

Amy Griswold

MAS America Accounting

Director of Finance

Steven Ettinger

Varnum Law
Thomas forester

Building a future through
pragmatic financial decisions,
while optimizing our position
in the market.

